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regardless of the numerous books dedicated to the background of the British Royal Family, the
tale of its queens has infrequently been advised in full. the reason for this is that so much
historians be aware of the monarchs: queens regnant are given their due, yet now not queens
consort, these other halves of the Royal Ladies nation's rulers who don't reign of their personal
right. but those ladies - the cream of Europe's royal families, plant life of eu aristocracy and
moms to destiny kings and queens - have led attention-grabbing lives. right here finally is the full
picture. in addition to chronicling the general public lives of all our queens, regnant or otherwise,
Alex Cobban finds the main points in their kinfolk backgrounds, the characteristics and quirks in
their personalities, the secrets and techniques in their courtship and the process their
relationships either inside of and out of doors marriage. jam-packed with a wealth of anecdotal
detail, Royal women quantities to an idiosyncratic yet uniquely illuminating historical past of
england from the Norman Conquest to the current day. Alex Cobban first labored for the days
newspaper prior to changing into a vacationer advisor for twenty-five years. He has lectured to
teams and golf equipment within the united kingdom and did a long lecture journey within the
USA. either he and his spouse (Peggy) have been provided MBEs for his or her prone to
tourism.
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